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Update 5/10/2022- 
I recently sold this airplane to someone overseas. They sent a deposit, and the airplane went to 
a 3rd party mechanic for pre-buy inspection. During its time there they completed an annual, 
reviewed and verified all AD’s, repaired any discrepancies, and ran an oil analysis. Everything is 
good to go. The buyer had a family emergency, so I refunded the deposit and am now reposting 
for sale even better than before. This airplane has been meticulously maintained and is turnkey 
ready to go. 
 
 
The Story: 
 
The airplane was purchased by my cousin around 2007. At the time he owned a helicopter 
logging business in northern Idaho and had too much money to spend. Over the next few years, 
he had the plane completely worked over. New upholstery, new panel layout, instruments, new 
glass (some tinted), new carpets and much more. A few years later the bottom dropped out of 
logging, and he sold me the plane. This was my second plane, and I flew it occasionally for a few 
years then it became my primary plane. I was busy building a tech company and honestly 
should have flown more; however, it was always hangered and maintained well. Things were 
normal until one day it was running rough and my mechanic who I loved seemed to be 
struggling personally and not able to complete the repair. The decision was to move it to Salem 
Air Center, they are top notch (think white floors, lab coats and jets everywhere). Here it was 



decided to do a complete overhaul of the engine and plane from nose to tail. The plane stayed 
here for almost a year also getting ADS-B, 160 HP upgrade and a variety of items fixed. It was 
expensive but well worth the cost. Shortly after this I moved to a different location in Oregon, 
here I was able to fly the airplane more and at a smaller strip at 3000’ appreciating that extra 
HP. When annual time came, I used a local guy who spent 40hrs on his annual and went to 
town. Nice guy but a little excessive, he even did some AD’s that were not needed. But better 
too much than too little. He also did the Wing-spar AD good now until 2028. The plane is 
currently hangered as Sisters, OR (K6K5) and being flown at least a few times a month right now 
and weekly when it gets warmer. I am sad to see her go, but excited to get my helicopter in the 
hangar. I am no expert pilot or mechanic but can give you advice that is learned from my own 
experiences, hopefully that with your own research can help you decide if this plane is right for 
you. Below I am listing the major events and cost with links to more information. I travel a lot 
and you may need to be patient for availability to see the aircraft or have a few days between 
phone calls. I will do my best. Looking forward to finding someone who can appreciate “Blue 
Bird”. 
 
 
Updates in the 2007-2009 Era: 
Radio Narco 12D 
Garmin 296 Purchased 
Garmin 340 Audio Installed 
New DG, ALT, VSI and panel reconfigure PTT install Co-pilot, Rear Jacks installed 
New Great Lakes glass all around, tinted 
New Struts Seal Kits and Service 
New Seats/Carpet Pyrmid Trim Pegasus Flame Resistant 
Replaced Fuel Pump with Solid State CA35328-800E 
AD-Compliance 
I have about $15,000 of receipts in the folder for this period, this does not include additional 
work done estimated about the same that I do not have receipts for just log book entries etc. 
My cousin recalls spending about $35,000 on improvements during his time with it. 
 
Updates in the 2010-2018 Era: 
Regular maintenance 
Strut service & Seals 
Bearings in wheels 
AD-Compliance 
Flap Brackets 
Replaced Vacuum Pump 
Misc Engine Maintenance 
Batteries etc. 
The airplane was fairly low maintenance in this era and received regular oil changes and 
annuals, receipts less than $12,000 
 
 



Updates in the 2019 – Present Era: 
After running rough in 2018 and being taken apart by mechanic with no ETA on parts, the 
decision was made to change mechanics to the premier Salem Air Center. Here next to jets and 
show planes the plane was completely gone through. 
 
Complete Engine Overhaul & RAM 160 Airframe Upgrade 
And other non-required items below: 
Engine Mounts 
Carburetor 
New Battery 
Hinge Pins Replaces 
New Muffler/Exhaust and Shroud 
New Hoses 
Primer O rings 
Oil Pressure Gauge 
Throttle Cable & Control Assembly 
Annual and More See receipt #19034 
All AD-Checked/Complied (new sheet built)  $26,226.89 
Installed Garmin GTX3335 ADS-B (1090 ES) $5277.20 
Removed 2nd Narco Radio Replaced with Panel Mount 296 & Inflight Music Jack 
Installed Apha Aviation Seatbelts $1357  & $1495 
Full Annual and 40hr Plane review w/ Wingspar check (next due 5/2028) $4478.81 
Problems with fuel gauge and shimmy damper replaced $820 
(not including misc oil changes etc) Receipts $39,694.90 
 
 
Total receipts last 15 years: $67,000, no one ever said flying was cheap J 
 
 
IMPORTANT INFO: (Changing daily as I still fly this, weekly as the weather gets better) 
 
TSPOH: 690 
TTAF: 4600 
SMOH: 30 
 
Gross weight Normal category is 2150lbs 
 
Empty the plane is about 1330 and 216lbs fuel at tabs 36gal (about 4hrs flying) or 300lbs fuel 
full to top 50gal (6-7 hrs flying) 
So your looking at 500-600lbs+ usable with 4hr flight time 
*these specs are before the upgraded HP too, so there is an additional margin of safety* 
 
 
LINK TO LOG BOOKS, RECEIPTS AND MORE: 



View recent log books and receipts at this shared folder 
https://www.icloud.com/iclouddrive/0f0kJ4hXZHrNXMkKz-awYDwzQ#PUBLIC_SHARED_INFO 
 
 
 
Thanks for looking! 
 
~ matt 
541-200-0900 (text are best) 


